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By Michael Bess

Beacon Press, United States, 2015. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book.
A panoramic overview of biotechnologies that can endlessly boost human capabilities and the
drastic changes these superhuman traits could trigger Biotechnology is moving fast. In the coming
decades, advanced pharmaceuticals, bioelectronics, and genetic interventions will be used not only
to heal the sick but to boost human physical and mental performance to unprecedented levels.
People will have access to pills that make them stronger and faster, informatic devices will interface
seamlessly with the human brain, and epigenetic modification may allow people to reshape their
own physical and mental identities at will. Until recently, such major technological watersheds like
the development of metal tools or the industrialization of manufacturing came about
incrementally over centuries or longer. People and social systems had time to adapt: they gradually
developed new values, norms, and habits to accommodate the transformed material conditions.
But contemporary society is dangerously unprepared for the dramatic changes it is about to
experience down this road on which it is already advancing at an accelerating pace. The results will
no doubt be mixed. People will live longer, healthier lives, will fine-tune their own thought processes,
and will...
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It is simple in go through preferable to comprehend. It is full of wisdom and knowledge It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin
to read the book.
-- Leif  Pr edovic-- Leif  Pr edovic

Complete manual! Its such a great study. It really is writter in straightforward phrases rather than hard to understand. You are going to like the way the
article writer create this publication.
-- Ike Fa del-- Ike Fa del
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